
Cognitive Analytic Therapy’s influential and elegant understanding of 
relationships has been given a scientific boost.  Scientists Stephen Porges 
and Sue Carter have discovered the physical mechanisms underlying two 
main tenants in Cognitive Analytic Theory: Reciprocal Roles and Multiple Self 
States. Porges & Carter offer a biological validation of the two constructs that 
Tony Ryle developed from his observations of people’s relationships, 
particularly those unhappy ones that we can get unwittingly stuck with. Both 
CAT and Porges’s Polyvagal Theory arrive at the same fundamental idea 
about humans, but use different languages and come from different 
directions; Ryle’s psycho-social approach and Porges’s physical account.   
 
Tony Ryle would have been delighted with our conference today about the 
neurobiology of relationships. Porges enriches CAT by describing what 
happens at a physical level to create dissociation and the problematic 
relational patterns (which Reciprocal Roles describes so elegantly) that occur 
when people feel threatened. Porges & Carter elucidate how the physiology 
of gaze and hearing operates, particularly within power relationships as well 
as more socially equitable ones. Their work also offers an elegant physical 
explanation of a set of problems that puzzle many clinicians: medically 
unexplained symptoms.  
 
Porges & Carter’s research into polyvagal theory affirms CAT’s central thesis 
that we are social beings profoundly affected both mentally and physically by 
our social and physical environments. Polyvagal theory describes how our 
nervous system craves reciprocal interactions to enable us to regulate our 
bodily states and feel safe, and how a disruption of this healthy ability causes 
dysfunctional development.    

Tony Ryle drew his ideas from thinking his observations from his clinical 
practice with people who were struggling with poor mental health, particularly 
regarding their relationships with other people and how they treated 
themselves.  He conducted psychological research into these concepts 
including supporting the work done by Italian researchers into the 
transcultural validation of one of the assessment tools used in CAT that 
measures of levels of disassociation, linked to past traumatisation (For further 
information about the basic tenants of CAT please see the hand-out).  
 
Polyvagal research applied to CAT in today’s conference offers another 
challenge to Cartesian Dualism, i.e. disputes that there is a split between 
mind and body. Porges & Carter’s findings have powerful implications for 
therapy. Although many psychotherapies share an implicit belief in the central 
efficacy in therapy of the therapeutic relationship, in CAT the relationship is 
made central and explicit. In CAT we are with the patient, so making the 



therapeutic relationship safe is the cure. Polyvagal Theory accounts for how 
this works physically.   
 
 
 
 


